THE LABS ARE PART OF THE UNIVERSITY’S CLOUD NETWORK.
FOR STUDENTS WHO HAD ACCOUNTS FROM PREVIOUS SEMESTERS OR OTHER COURSES, THEIR ACCOUNTS HAVE BEEN REENABLED AND ADDED TO THIS COURSE.
REGISTERED STUDENTS SHOULD HAVE ACCOUNTS ALREADY SET UP ON DAY 1. THEIR USERNAME SHOULD BE FIRST INITIAL + LAST NAME, ALL LOWER CASE; FOR EXAMPLE:

jhuckenpahler
ON THE FIRST LOGIN THE PASSWORD IS

Changeme234

YOU WILL THEN BE PROMPTED TO CREATE A PASSWORD.

HOWEVER...
THE FIRST MONTH OF SCHOOL IS ALWAYS NUTS WITH ADDING AND DROPPING, SO... THERE'S A GENERIC USER PASSWORD THAT WILL ALLOW YOU TO LOG INTO THE MACHINES:

U: artstudent
P: makethings
RIGHT NOW THERE ISN'T A SUPER-EASY WAY TO CREATE/DELETE ACCOUNTS OR RESET FORGOTTEN PASSWORDS; YOU’LL NEED TO CONTACT OTS [OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES]:

202.994.8096
OTS@GWU.EDU
ONCE LOGGED IN, YOU’LL SEE A BUNCH OR DRIVES...
Macintosh HD - This is the local SSD drive [storage in the computer you are using.] It contains the system and software. *Do not* save anything to this drive! Do not use this drive.

**Workspace** - This is an external hard drive. Use it *temporarily* for your large files as you are working, especially audio/video. Back up to your cloud drive [see below] or an external drive when you are done. You can leave files here when you are done, but they might not be there when you get back!

**Your drive** - This is also a cloud drive. It is for your private use and is backed up regularly. If you are working with video, you should copy files from this drive to the workspace at the beginning of the session, and back them up to this drive at the end of your session. *Do not* work on video files on this drive as the network is too slow to move big data back-and-forth.

**Students-group$** - This is a cloud drive [is out on the network, rather than in the computer you are working on] for documents that are shared within a specific class. Not all classes have cloud drives - contact OTS if you need one.
Shared folders for each of your classes!
THE MACHINES ARE NOW SET UP TO WORK LIKE THE LIBRARY. IF THEY LEAVE ANYTHING ON

+ MACINTOSH HD
+ DESKTOP
+ TRASH

IT WILL BE DELETED WHEN THEY LOG OUT.
THIS INCLUDES THINGS LIKE AUDIO ADDED TO ITUNES OR IMAGES ADDED TO IPHOTO.
IN FACT, WE’VE DISABLED IPHOTO. INSTEAD, USE IMAGECAPTURE TO GET PHOTOS OFF OF CAMERAS.
Where is ImageCapture?
From the Launchpad, find the ‘Other’ bin...
... there it is!
Or you can find it ye olde-fashion'd style in the ‘Applications’ folder.